
Agenda for Reducing Musculo-Skeletal Injuries Meeting  

Date: 11 May 2017 

Time: 0830 – 1630 

Location: Army Officers Mess - 149 Somerset St W, Ottawa, ON K2P 0H7:  

 

Description: The plan for this meeting is to discuss the new sub-project under the 04ki Personnel project 

that is titled: Reducing Musculoskeletal Injuries in the CAF. The goal will be to ultimately create a series 

of tangible objectives for a Statement of Work for a scoping study that will be completed this fiscal year. 

Other objectives for the meeting will be to update everyone on where the 04ki sub-project stands right 

now and how the sub-project aligns with work ongoing under the 02ab SoSE project, our participation in 

CIMVHR Forum 2016 and 2017, and our participation in the new NATO RTG 283 on Reducing MSKs. 

Attendees: 

Dr. Thomas Karakolis – DRDC Toronto (Thomas.Karakolis@drdc-rddc.gc.ca) 

Dr. Lucie Martineau – DRDC Valcartier (Lucie.Martineau@drdc-rddc.gc.ca) 

LCol Roger Tremblay – CFHSG (Roger.Tremblay@forces.gc.ca) 

Lucie Laferriere – CFHSG (Lucie.Laferriere@forces.gc.ca) 

Capt Jean-Christophe St-Maur – DLR-5 (Jean-Christophe.St-Maur@forces.gc.ca)  

LCol Markus Besemann – CFHSG (Markus.Besemann@forces.gc.ca)  

Dr. Tara Reilly – DFIT (Tara.Reilly@forces.gc.ca)   

LCol Peter Rowe – CFHSG (Peter.Rowe@forces.gc.ca) 

Dr. Maureen Carew – CFHSG (Maureen.Carew@forces.gc.ca) 

Dr. Diane Lu – CFHSG (Diane.Lu@forces.gc.ca) 

Linda Bossi – DRDC Toronto (Linda.Bossi@drdc-rddc.gc.ca) 

Cerys McGuinness – DRDC Toronto (Cerys.McGuinness@drdc-rddc.gc.ca) 

 

Time Item 

0830 Review proposed meeting agenda, and update agenda if necessary – Dr. Karakolis (0900) 

 No comments or updates 

0835 Opportunity for attendees to state their goals/objectives for what they would like to get out 

of the meeting (approx. 5 mins each; roundtable format) – All 

 LCol Rowe – His group works more on the rehab side as opposed to prevention. In terms of 

prevention, they look at secondary prevention post-injury. They are trialing a 12-week 

standardized program out west, soon to come out east. Program: spinal, lower extremity, and 

upper extremity aspects. No measures in place to measure results and impacts of intervention 

program. Program involves re-conditioning and build-up for return to work.  

 Laferriere – Works in health promotion under health services group. Will present on 

‘Strengthening the Forces’ program later today. Will give overview of some ongoing activities 

and will brief on outcomes. 
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 LCol Besemann – Mandate was initially to look at severely injured members. Concussion is a 

big concern currently. Primary prevention is near and dear to him. Not convinced that we can 

prevent all CAF related injuries, but we can definitely improve on it. Will give a brief on last 

year’s CIMVHR MSK workshop later today.  

o TK: Regarding scope, are we going to focus on acute traumatic injuries or mostly 

repetitive strain injuries? Reilly suggests that we could do both. TK suggests it’s 

important to have a clear scope going forward, to present to NATO RTG.  

 Dr. Carew - Public health physician and former head epidemiologist. Currently section head on 

health promotion. Thinks that injury prevention needs more focus/traction. Injuries in CAF are 

going up, not down, which is concerning. Interested in looking at cost estimates of 

implementations. 

 LCol Tremblay – Interested in costs. Expertise in writing SOWs, so he is happy to help with 

that. 

 Bossi – Looking for “ammunition” regarding MSK injury data, to further her case for soldier 

burden mitigation (SoSE project). 

 Dr. Martineau – DS in personnel survivability at DRDC Valcartier. Brings an understanding of 

the difficulty of the task at hand, limitations, and lessons learned. Will brief everyone on her 

lessons learned in collecting injury data. Need to keep our focus small and go from there. 

 Dr. Reilly – DFit. Chairs RTG 269 on combat integration. Still trying to put together a chapter on 

MSK injuries. Difficult to tease out and answer the questions that they’re looking to answer. 

Interested in the role of gender in MSK injuries. Would like to know whether it’s a training 

difference or not. Do women require different combat training than men? A lot of injuries happen 

during training – not necessarily a bad thing. Average age of CAF is increasing and we aren’t as 

fit as other nations. Decreasing fitness will only make MSK injuries worse. 

o TK said that the age problem is not unique to our forces. Other nations experienced the 

same thing with the removal of conscription. Agrees that stopping training is not the 

solution. It’s how they’re training that matters. 

o LB said that we should be training more realistically. Eg. Training with plates and full 

FFO.  

o TR said that the biggest difference will be seen with females because they’re more 

hesitant to train that way  

o Some troops don’t receive plates until they hit the ground on deployment. So when are 

we seeing injuries? Can we tease out that data? Is it during work-up or on deployment?  

o MC suggests that physiotherapist and physician notes may shed some light on what they 

were doing at the time of injury and at what stage of their training they were in. LB and 

LM suggest that “what were they wearing” needs to be included in the notes. Ie. Whether 

they were wearing their helmet during head injury, and more importantly, were they 

wearing it correctly? 

o JCSM says that sizing is an issue too. Soldiers just wear whatever they are given. Need to 

use a fitting system like the BOSS instead of just eye-balling sizes.  

 Capt St-Maur – DLR 5 soldier systems human factors advisor. Looks at a lot of new equipment 

that claims to reduce soldier burden. Interested in knowing what the risk of injury may be and the 

cost associated with it. What are the risks? Should we invest in it? This has been done in terms of 



performance degradation, but not risk of injury. Would like to develop requirements for what 

equipment is acceptable to invest in.  

o TK says this is another type of intervention in addition to physical fitness. How does 

bringing in new technology help reduce MSK tissue loading? But conversely, how might 

this new technology cause additional injury or stress elsewhere in the body?  

o LB – We need to include the medical side in these Built in Canada Innovation Program 

(BCIP) bids to determine if they are beneficial or not.  

o TK explained BCIP process – DLR currently looking at UpShot, Bionic Power, and 

Mawashi 

o JCSM: UpShot is a spring-loaded knee brace that aids in squatting type tasks. May be 

more beneficial in injured populations in regaining power/strength. No apparent benefit 

for healthy soldiers because it seems to affect natural gait. Need to look into these options 

more. May be more helpful in rehab settings. 

o TR: Long term training effects of using these aids?  

o JCSM  to present some of his preliminary research at CIMVHR 

o MB: You can’t modulate one part of the environment without having huge rippling 

effects elsewhere. We can’t only look at one joint, we have to look at the entire kinetic 

chain in unison (holistically). From the clinical side, these BCIP bids take away from 

clinicians’ main work. It shouldn’t be up to the clinical team to do the brainstorming and 

trialing of the technology, at the detriment of the clinical work that needs to get done. 

Their primary focus is clinical and ensuring that injured soldiers get back to health. He 

often feels that private industry capitalizes on their good will. Industry needs to do their 

homework ahead of time.  

o TK says that harvesting energy from gait would be a perfect solution for reducing soldier 

burden if it didn’t change the mechanical loading on their joints. What is the tradeoff and 

is it worth it? Still needs to be looked into.  

 Dr. Karakolis - Injury biomechanist. Wants to highlight that there are injuries in the RCAF and 

RCN as well as the army, and doesn’t want to neglect anyone. Dr. Philip Farrell leads RTG 252 

on air. So should we narrow our scope down to just army? Should we narrow it down to a single 

body segment? Eg. Lower extremity.  

o PR: Injuries vary by  environment – RCAF has higher proportion of upper body and 

neck; RCN has higher proportion of back; and CA has greater proportion of lower 

extremities.  

o LL – Upper extremity injuries are increasing. Can’t pinpoint causality.  

o TK – Upper extremity includes wrist, so it could be something as simple as increased 

computer work. Or push ups from old fitness test. 

o TR – Thinks upper extremity injury is due to day bag/small pack 

 

 TR asked for list of countries involved in the RTG so that we can predict any overlap in expertise 

and objectives. TK to send out list of countries and names. (action item) 

0925 Brief on 04ki WBE Reducing MSKs in CAF – Dr. Karakolis 

 Lots of previous discussion at CIMVHR regarding lack of resources and research regarding MSK 

injuries (between TR, PR, MC, TK) 



 It’s good that mental health issues are being looked at, but it’s likely that many mental health 

cases are due to MSK injuries.  

 Need to have a more even weighting between mental health and physical health. 

 Interested in how other organizations go about tracking MSK injuries and collecting date (ie. Fire, 

police, etc.)  

 Asked for a little bit of money to move forward with a scoping year. Wrote a quick proposal and 

skeleton budget and presented it to LCol Roger Tremblay and Joe Baransky.  

 Idea is to have two meetings: One kickoff meeting to see where our common interests and gaps 

lie. The goal is to have someone external to DND go over our work to see how well we prevent, 

track, and improve on MSK issues in CAF. Second follow-on meeting in January/February, at 

which time a contract will hopefully already be in place. 

 TR: Would it be better to get a PhD or post-doc to work with MC’s group, because they can 

actually access the data, as opposed to someone external who may not be privy to the database? 

For example one of Francois’ PhD students? 

 MC: Not enough contextual info in the database. We need to look at surveillance and prevention 

together, so we need to get the right person in. If they don’t know what they’re doing, it won’t 

work. MC suggests Brent Moloughny (epidemiologist with UofT). Can we get him through 

CIMVHR? RT seems to think it’s possible. Justification for sole-source? 

 PR: Mentioned that new standardized data collection forms will be coming out in the next few 

years.  

 TR: Can that be linked to demographic data?  

 External person will hopefully let us know what kind of info we should be collecting. He can be 

used as a resource to pull everything together. He may identify things that we haven’t thought of.  

o PR: CFHIS team can engage with Brent or whoever the external contact might be.  

o MC: One immediate solution to get better data would be if patients could fill out a 

questionnaire themselves (ie. on a tablet) about what they were doing when injured and 

what they were wearing etc. As opposed to clinical staff having to enter all the data.  

o LB: Why doesn’t the army have the same injury/incident protocols as RCAF?  

o MC: Force health protection has a mortality database too. May be able to look into that 

for data.  

What tasks need to be performed? 

 TK: We need to consolidate all of the different info and data that we already have, collectively.  

o TR: but we also need to determine the accessibility and location of the data as well (in 

terms of privacy and time concerns etc.). How difficult would it be to integrate? 

o TK: easiest solution would be to redirect someone internal, like a PhD student, instead of 

bringing in an external contractor.  

o MC: May be willing to look into an FSWEP student with DL 

 What can we change and what can be added? 

 Engage with all DND stakeholders 

o LM: this needs to be the first step 

 PR: it’s always good to have something written in a report. It may be beneficial to LCol Rowe’s 

team if we could have a tablet questionnaire that syncs with CFHIS for all patient interaction 



(physio, sick parade, annual physicals, MIR etc.). Doesn’t need to be on a tablet, the info just 

needs to be entered by the patient.  

 LL: Knows that TK wants to look at other trades like firefighters and police, but simply looking 

at what the US army has done would be extremely helpful, as they are way ahead of us. Need to 

look into the MSK injury research that they are already doing, and then look into the 

effectiveness of their recommendations and implementations.  

 LM: We should look at other organizations’ data collection forms too, not just US Army 

 MC: Right now, it’s very difficult to query our database. Based on the way it’s collected, you 

can’t just go in and analyze the data simply.  

 

0945 Update on relevant current 02ab SoSE project objectives – Dr. Martineau (1010) 

 A lot of effort was put into collecting injury data during Afghanistan, but it was all over the place.  

 It was clear that we needed to collect more data and put it all together in a database. 

 Collected contextual info about the injuries (what they were wearing, info about performance of 

vehicles, etc.).  

 Collected a lot of good info but they were ‘building the plane as they were flying it’. Didn’t check 

the info until after soldiers returned home from Afghanistan. 

 What is the state of our casualty information? Major gaps in terms of documenting spinal injuries, 

especially in terms of vehicle operators. Not described well enough. Still able to use the data but 

not with the level of confidence that we’d like. 

 Could not validate info from bio liaison officers with info in medical documents. Lots of gaps and 

time delays.  

 For example, 25% of penetrating injuries didn’t specify where on the body that penetration 

occurred.  

 A lot more injuries and patterns of injury exist than originally thought. Dr. Martineau added 75% 

more injuries into the database.  

 Lessons learned: 

o Need to design better forms for data collection, which is critical. 

o Better training for data collectors. Collectors need to know why the info needed and what 

it will be used for in the future. This ensures that we’ll get the complete info that we 

want. Not all Bio LO’s have the same background and terminology, they were all trained 

differently.  

o Need to ensure that info is collected in an optimal fashion for all relevant parties.  

o Next time around, we will be able to hit the ground running 

o In order to answer all the pertinent questions, we need to clearly define what we want to 

focus on.  

 TK: it sounds like LM has created a good framework for how data should be collected.  

 LM: Best practices guide and lessons learned can definitely be used for this group.  

 LL: Had a question about what a bioscience officer is. LM explained.  

 Noted challenge – Data access limitations based on accreditations. Much easier for an MD to 

access medical documents than a research PhD.  



Side Note: 

 RT: Collaborative Demonstration team (CDT). Does anyone on a NATO panel have experience 

with this?  

o Nobody had any experience with this 

1000 BREAK (1025) 

1015 Update on relevant strengthening the Forces Section efforts – Dr. Carew/Laferriere (1050) 

 Fitness continuum vs health continuum chart. Want to see our people in the upper right quadrant.  

 Health continuum – when people aren’t healthy, more prone to injury. 

 What are main causes of MSK injuries in CAF? 

o Weight of carrying equipment? Exposure? 

o Provided a list of risk factors. Not a complete list, but rather a starting point. Could be 

more factors.  

 Combination of lack of physical fitness and schedule adherence, as well as health 

issues (chronic conditions) 

 Lack of preparation (sport/fitness) 

 Social and mental factors as well 

 Environmental (ergonomics, military combat hazards) 

 Current program exists to educate/support individuals, to address these risks. Assists injury 

prevention both directly and/or indirectly.  

 Operational readiness: fitness is critical. But >50% of all CAF injuries occur during sports and 

physical training. This is the #1 reason why CAF aren’t deployable (two times as much as mental 

health).  

 Challenge – Convincing CAF leadership that injury prevention is their problem and that they 

must implement existing solutions.  

 Need to work within army culture. However, beginning to see a shift in culture more recently.  

 2013/14 data shows that 66% of CAF personnel reported doing at least one unsafe training 

practice in past year 

o TK: do we know what the breakdown of those unsafe training practices is? Some 

activities are worse than others. 

  LL says yes.  

 CAF Health Promotion Programs all online.  

 Program was built to be a community approach.  

 Collected small data sets on motivation and comfort related to implementing changes, via a 

questionnaire given locally during offered programs.  

o How did you perceive the presentation? Are you motivated to try to make the suggested 

changes? Are you comfortable and confident to attempt to make those changes?  

o No follow-up or longitudinal data, just initial subjective data post-program. 

o Which areas would you like to have more info about?  

 Over 70 health promotion personnel. Each person trained in each program offered.  

 Fitness personnel and military often included in programs.  

 Content renewed every 2-4 years.  



 TR: Do you have any metrics to see whether your changes and initiatives have been adopted? Eg. 

Suggestion to limit runs to once a month. Do you know whether this has been implemented?  

o Some bases and personnel are better than others about information sharing 

o Some leadership personnel aren’t comfortable running the suggested initiatives at the unit 

level, due to a lack of medical background/expertise 

o Mental health still perceived as more important. That’s where efforts have been placed.  

o TR: It’s most important to reach the operators at ground-level. Because they are the ones 

that will be running these initiatives, not PSP or leadership.  

o Some bases are asking for additional support to implement injury prevention strategies.  

 Need to work with the culture, as it’s pretty profound. 

 TK asked for clarification on how this initiative works 

o 26 offices on bases, 70 civilian health promotion staff (not PSP staff) 

o Initially, took a good amount of time to better coordinate and provide direction 

o No mandate to run courses. Based purely on interest at base level.  

o One RCAF base got 80% participation, which is what they had hoped for 

 TR: And did they see a reduction in injuries on that base?  

 No data to support this currently 

 MC: There are so many complex outcome variables. It would be hard to 

pinpoint effectiveness/causation of the program implementation itself 

 TR: Any attempt to change policies? Like what was done with running in boots? 

 Not the main focus currently 

 Even if policies are changed, there is still disregard for policies at the 

ground level.  

 JCSM: Mentality is that on ops you will need to run in boots. So that’s 

how guys want to train, regardless of policy.  

 Overall, our info is good but how can we reach military personnel better?  

o Injury is coming from so many directions, how do we pinpoint? 

o MC: Best practice and good surveillance data is needed to find clusters of types of 

injuries. That way we can hone in on specific areas. It’s hard to globally affect all injury 

risks, but easier to target hot spots. Targeted intervention is needed, as well as broad-

stroke intervention. There are definitely policy and awareness components, but good 

surveillance may be the best overall strategy. 

o JCSM: Military training needs to be changed as well. On PLQ Phase 1, we were only 

required to give one PT session. No training given regarding consecutive PT sessions. 

o TK: 66% of personnel caught in unsafe training. So is awareness really our problem or is 

it a lack of interest? Even if you have knowledge and awareness of risks, 2/3 of 

population may still be disregarding safety entirely.  

 TR: A lot of the unsafe factors are self-perceived as well. The members 

themselves don’t necessarily possess the expertise to make decisions about what 

is safe and what is unsafe (eg. training until you throw up) 

 MC: This is a complex issue that requires data and a multi-pronged approach. 

Training leadership, getting better data, changing policy, and general awareness 

are all important puzzle pieces.  

 Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion is one framework that they use. 



 http://www.who.int/healthpromotion/conferences/previous/ottawa/en/ind

ex4.html 

 MC: Data isn’t at the level where we can determine cause and effect. This time 

around, we will be looking at base specific regional data 

 TR: If you’re getting base specific data, this may be a good opportunity 

to isolate some base champions to implement initiatives. Champion can 

pick the one issue that they believe in and enforce it down the chain of 

command.  

o TK: Champion needs to fully understand the initiative, as well as 

be passionate about it.  

 TR: In the past week, 1500 of CAF members have been lifting sandbags. 

For FORCES test, at least we can track proper lifting technique, and once 

a year they are getting that proper training.  

o If you know that you are going to be doing a lot of lifting, let’s 

go in the gym and practice lifting.  

o Extricating someone from a LAV, below zero deep squats of 

over 100 kg.  

 Physically and anthropometrically, it’s not something 

that everyone can do. Too high of an expectation.  

 More reasonable to expect that it will take 2 people to 

execute the extrication.  

 MB: If education and knowledge are not sufficient to change human behaviour, we may need to 

look at how it’s done in other industries (eg. auto). When the consequences of an accident are 

self-detrimental, behaviours change (eg. Placing a spike on a steering wheel causes people to not 

speed and/or drive erratically).  

o People are willing to assume risk because there is a medical team there to ‘fix them’. 

They don’t realize that some things aren’t fixable.  

o Until the issue hits home, you won’t get adherence to the program.  

o Outlining the consequences of actions may be more effective than “thou shall” 

commandments 

o If you don’t implement emotion into learning, it’s just words.  

 LM: In past, impact videos to show consequences have been created (eg. crash without 

suspension system). Using fear factor to implement safe practice is effective.  

 TK: Agrees that motivation sounds like one of the key challenges, not awareness.  

o MB: Motivation and self-interest.  

o LL: Leadership approach is key too. Need to give them the confidence to move forward 

and support the practices we are trying to put in place 

 JCSM: What about the food offered on base? It’s all junk food and so easily chosen over healthy 

options. Think we could do a lot more for promoting healthy diets, as well as fitness. And if we 

expose them to it at work, we may change their habits at home too.  

1045 Brief on LCol Besemann’s workshop at CIMVHR Forum 2016 (last year) and the proposal 

for this year’s CIMVHR Forum 2017 workshop – LCol Besemann (1145) 

 Received overwhelmingly positive feedback after MSK component of CIMVHR workshop 
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 Focused on the interplay between the physical and the psychological  

o If you have a physical injury, you are 25% likely to develop a mental health issue 

o But if you have a mental health issue, you are 90% likely to develop a physical issue.  

 Possibly due to not being as mentally mindful or sharp? 

 Next stage will be to look at not only physical determinants, but psychological determinants of 

injury prevention.  

 Whatever we do in terms of these workshops need to cater to a wider audience. Can’t just present 

data and numbers; we need to present implementable solutions that people can take away with 

them when they leave.  

 2017 Workshop - No shortage of speakers but we still need to clarify if we will have a half day or 

full day.  

 MC: We should look for a plenary keynote speaker. Like an Invictus spokesperson. It may be 

impactful to choose someone who can link the physical and psychological components.  

 RT: It’s too late to put in for a keynote speaker for the forum, but not too late for the MSK 

workshop  

 A lot of undiagnosed concussions on jump courses. Could be something to focus on.  

o Americans: After a suspected concussion, they have the guy pick up a weapon from the 

ground, cock it, and fire it. It’s an easily implementable field test to assess concussions. 

We could do something similar, because we need more rapid-fire assessment tests that 

don’t need to be administered by clinicians. Cognitive screening would help to determine 

how the person is performing compared to their norm and whether they are fit to 

continue.  

o Given that there have been requests from many bases to deal with this issue, maybe we 

can hone in on it. This could be a tangible deliverable for the units.  

o Could incorporate ankle braces and whatnot that are also important for jumpers.  

o TK: Anecdotally, jumpers are also worried about neck and back injuries upon impact.  

o TK: If it’s a full day workshop, this would be a great idea. We could have a more general 

discussion in the morning and a more tangible honed in example in the afternoon that can 

be delivered on.  

 

 

1100 Final Update on NATO-ET-150 and Brief on NATO-RTG-283 – Dr. Karakolis 

1115 Begin Discussion on common threads between efforts and identifying gaps - All 

1200 LUNCH 

1300 Overview of current state of SOW for 04ki sub-project scoping study – Dr. Karakolis (1315) 

1320 Begin work on updating SOW – Specifically identifying tangible objectives – All (1315) 

 

 Would like to outline the objectives of what we want to accomplish and the scope of those tasks 

 Is there anyone that should have been here at this meeting that isn’t? 

o MC: D Safe G. Not sure of a specific contact. Will try to find out who the rep is (action 

item). 

 All accidents and procedural forms come from them (eg. CF 98) 

 They have some statistics which may be beneficial 

o LL: Dental Services. Just a suggestion, as they deal with facial injuries.  



 LM: Until we define an objective and deliverables, we can’t really determine who needs to be 

here and what tasks we want to get out of this.  

Discussion of SOW Objective: 

 Draft Main Objective: “To determine the investments required to effectively reduce the 

burden of MSK injuries on the CAF and its members” (this was the end state of the objective, 

after the discussion below) 

o MB: The “number” of injuries may be too narrow-minded. What we really want to 

reduce is the burden of disease and injury on the CAF 

o TR: Doesn’t think that “preventable” applies to humans with physical demands. We’re 

not going to eliminate all injuries and “reducing” the total number of injuries doesn’t 

necessarily improve operational effectiveness (ie. if types of injuries are getting worse).  

o MC: What do we mean by “investments”?  

 Costs, interventions, etc.  

 Should be clarified in our specific objectives 

 LB: Contractor won’t be able to tell you what investments to make. They will 

only be able to tell you what exists and what gaps exist.  

o LL: To propose a platform that can facilitate the adoption by the CAF to prevent MSK 

injuries 

 LM: Proposing a platform is more of a task. Objective should just be one 

sentence and it should be defined by its tasks.  

o TR: To identify potential CAF champions to promote and implement certain activities 

(eg. similar to Op Honour). Also more of a task than an objective.  

o PR: To identify strategies to engage leadership and chain of command.  

o PR: The overarching objective can be as simple as ‘mitigating the impact of MSK 

injuries on the CAF’. Perhaps we are overthinking it. 

o LB: This contract isn’t going to mitigate anything (scoping year), so mitigation is more of 

a global, long-term objective.  

o The ‘Background’ section should provide evidence of the impact of MSK injuries on the 

CAF 

o LM: Need to come up with a Background -> Global Objective -> specific objective that 

is feasible for this group 

o MC: Clearly we want to reduce injuries and their impact on CAF ops and their members. 

(global objective) 

o TR and LB: If you don’t train at all, you’ll reduce the number of injuries, but it does 

nothing for operational effectiveness.  

 MC: But 40% are not fit to deploy anyways because of MSK injuries 

 TR: Contractor needs to be aware of our goal to maintain operational 

effectiveness and/or readiness, while reducing MSK injuries. Or else they will 

just suggest that we remove training entirely. 

o RT: Tasks are more important than objectives. They need to be well defined for the 

contractor. 

o LM: But before we can well-define the tasks, we all need to agree on what our goals are. 



o LL: If we don’t have the leadership buy in and we don’t know how they want us to help 

them, it’s very hard to make any changes.  

o TK: Feels like there’s enough evidence that something needs to be done about MSK 

injuries. Leadership knows what the problem is. So what is our actual problem? 

Leadership buy-in? Awareness? Motivation? 

o MC: What data exists? Where is the data, who has it, and what format is it in? What are 

the gaps? Where do we need to be in terms of surveillance and how do we get there?  

o DL: We can work off of objectives from 2016 MSK workshop. Themes overlap.  

o Action Item: 

 DL to send TK an e-copy of 2016 workshop objectives 

o MC: A contractor can’t tell us how to make leadership accountable. That should be our 

role. 

o LL: We need something to help people gradually buy into our initiatives. What’s the 

appropriate level for that buy in? Feedback is crucial. This is something that the US Navy 

has previously done. We can start off with what’s most important (ie. where we see the 

most injuries – running, hockey, weight lifting, and ruck sack for example) and then 

expand gradually. Start with the low-hanging fruit.  

o TK: It’s hard to say what the most prevalent injures are because it depends on your 

source.  

o LM: Important to note that a contractor can’t actually consolidate our data due to privacy 

issues 

o TR: We can list out all of our data sets ourselves, can’t we? A contractor won’t be able to 

access it.  

o MC: No one has ever consolidated all of our data sources. The contractor will ultimately 

tell us what we need in order to achieve our objectives. Maybe part of this requires a 

needs assessment, because it’s not clear what everyone’s needs are. Maybe a survey.  

 TR: Assessment of needs, as well as assessment of barriers. Because you don’t 

want a report stating what you need, but with no means of achieving it.  

o LM: The contractor needs to engage with each individual stakeholder to assess needs. All 

of our needs are different but we all want something better than what we currently have 

now.  

o TK: First thing is a needs assessment with all DND stakeholders. Of the data that exists, 

which of our needs are filled? If there are types of data that we’re missing, they can tell 

us where the holes are. Of the data that exists, what are the barriers? How can we access 

it? 

 TR: For stakeholders, we should include military commanders and chain of 

command. We don’t know what their barriers are unless we ask them.  

o PR: Surveillance is key. If you can create metrics to show data at the unit level, you can 

involve the chain of command for accountability.  

o MB: At the workshop, the “Aha! Moment” was showing Pat Gagnon’s simple graphs of 

fitness and health  

 We can easily plot a unit’s baseline position on a graph, which provides some 

motivation to improve a unit’s position on the continuum 



 This should be unit based, which can promote some healthy competition between 

units 

 MC: The only thing to be mindful of when creating a competitive incentive is 

that you don’t want people to underreport injuries, because of pressure from their 

unit. We want to make sure that we create a positive reporting culture.  

 They’re not hiding injuries from the clinic, but they’re hiding them from 

their leadership.  

 TR: It can be done more positively. It doesn’t need to be a competition, but 

collecting unit-specific data shows us where our resources are most needed 

o Eg. Some units may be experiencing more injuries because they were just 

deployed in Latvia, or they were lifting sandbags in Quebec floods.  

 

 What info needs to be provided to the external contractor (including, but not limited to): 

o ISPP presentation/report, HLIS, and LM’s publication (?)  

o Navy incentive program (LL) 

o List of stakeholders at this meeting and maybe the minutes  

o Chart that Pat Gagnon created 

o FORCE or FORCE Combat powerpoints 

o MSK Injury report (abstract for CIMVHR this year – LL and MC) 

o Brent Moloughny report 

o Any other info from this group 

Discussion of Tasks for SOW: 

 LM: Another one of our tasks is to decide how our gaps in knowledge/data can be filled (once 

they’re identified) 

o LL: It would be helpful if the contractor could suggest tools or metrics for tracking 

specific injuries (eg. tools to track concussions in paratroopers) 

 MC: Getting people to fill out forms is difficult, unless there’s some sort of incentive or reward. 

How to address and improve on this? 

 TR: Can provide the name of useful American contacts from her RTG group that may be more 

beneficial for this group (action item)  

 DL: Are we asking them to do a lit review of best clinical practices?  

o LM: A lit review on its own could cost $30k 

o TR: And it may not be all that informative 

o Consensus is that it’s not necessary 

 LM: Defining best practices for preventing/reducing MSK injuries 

 LL: We knew what the best practices were 10 years ago, and they still haven’t been implemented. 

So the bigger issue is how to implement them. 

o TK: ‘Best practices’ needs to be better defined. In this case specifically we’re talking 

about best practices for data collection and reporting, not best practices for injury 

prevention.  

 MB: We also need to define what an ‘injury’ is and what ‘recovery’ is 



o The #1 predictor of return to work is attitude/thoughts about whether you’re going to get 

better 

o In theory, everyone around the table could meet the threshold for what an injury is, so we 

really need to better define what we consider an injury.  

o We’re a disability focused society, not willing to put up with pain. Huge benefits to 

releasing 3b, so why wouldn’t they choose that over voluntary release? It’s often to their 

financial detriment to get better.  

o By better defining ‘injury’, we can make ‘unfit’ less of a grey area 

o ‘Pain’ does not equal ‘injury’, which does not equal ‘suffering’ 

 TK: Are we happy pulling the definition of ‘MSK injury’ from HLIS?  

 Consensus is yes.  

 MB: Sees a lot of repetitive strain injuries as a mental health issue (not cause and 

effect, but cohabitants). They often present together.  

 TR: People confuse DOMs and training pain as injury, which it’s not. 

Being uncomfortable does not equal pain/injury.  

Further Discussion of Scope and Tasks: 

 TK: Where are we drawing the line in our scope? Should we just focus on repetitive strain 

injuries? Or acute injuries as well? Any thoughts? 

 

o LL: If we can narrow our scope down to what we can achieve in the next year, that would 

be a good start.  

 MB: It would be great if we could achieve a tangible deliverable, so that we don’t 

just end up with more questions at the end of this. If we put garbage in, we’ll get 

garbage out.  

 TK: Point taken. Thinks that we have enough tangible tasks laid out in 

our SOW that we won’t just get garbage back. 

 LM: Would like to achieve a way ahead and a plan 

o MC: Shouldn’t we focus on the mechanism of injury? That way we don’t need to limit 

ourselves to chronic or acute. 

 Gap analysis: This will just show us that we have an issue with our current data collection forms, 

but it won’t tell us what the optimal form might be. That’s up to us.  

 LM: There is still a lot of work to do for the tasks section of this document. Typically for each 

task, there is a tangible deliverable or outcome.  

o All: Agreed that this is a very rough outline of tasks 

o TK will polish up wording in document (action item) 

 

1500 BREAK 

1515 Continue working on updating SOW – All (1515) 

 LM: We should brainstorm more on the specific deliverables for the SOW.  

o Monthly follow ups with contractor 

o Mid-project update via VTC call 

o Contractor final presentation 

o Final Report containing data collection forms and procedures, and whatever tasks we 

agree on in SOW 

 DL: Budget?  



o TK says $25k, but it’s flexible ($50k for whole year) 

 RT: $5K admin cost for CIMVHR contract, but university takes overhead even if they don’t end 

up winning. $25K of salary will cost you at least $40K through CIMVHR. There’s no point going 

that route.  

 TR: When the contract is done, can we send it out widely? If sole-source, then don’t. But if we 

want to open it up to bids, we should.  

 Ultimate goal is for the contractor to deliver early next year.  

 Is a contractor presentation at the next meeting a good deliverable?  

o TR: Maybe a mid-contract presentation? 

 MC: Would $25K include contractor’s travel?  

o Yes.  

 LM: Putting the presentation as a deliverable is important, but it needs to be a two part meeting. 

The contractor can’t be at the phase 2 planning part of meeting 

 MC: Mid-term conference call with contractor would be a good idea.  

 RT: Regarding final report, contractor will present a draft final report. Technical authority will 

have 10 days to go through it and then the contractor will have a chance to address comments and 

finalize the report. This results in a much better report.  

o LM: Technical authority will be DRDC T procurement officer  

 LM: We want to include monthly reports/follow-ups as a deliverable. They could be verbal, but 

we want to make sure that they’re on the right track.  

 

Sole-Source Justification:  

 

 Selection criteria for sole-source justification? 

o Needs to be familiar with injury surveillance 

o Minimum 3 years of experience 

o Must have previously worked with DND on injury surveillance 

o Must have MD and fellowship in preventative medicine 

 MC to send lit review SOW selection criteria that she used. (action item) 

 LM to send sole source document for coding contractor (it was very tough to get through 

PWGSC) (action item) 

o Criteria for goods are much different than for services 

 LM: Material, security, and IP sections are not applicable. Contractor won’t have access to 

anything and they will be using using info that we already have/own.  

o MC: Contractor has to return or destroy any copies that we give him 

o LM can provide wording for this (eg. data not to be reproduced). (action item) 

 RT: Even if you add meetings and travel into deliverables, they also need to be included in the 

specified sub-headings of the SOW document 

 LL: $25k may not be enough. We may need to adjust our scope/objectives.  

 

 

1615 Wrap-up Discussion – All  

 

 TK: If we’re going to down-scope, at a minimum we need to figure out what data exists and how 

it can be accessed and used. Also, what gaps exists and how those gaps can be filled? 

 

1630 Adjournment (1600) 

 

 


